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Abstrat
We study the possibility that a generalised real salar eld minimally oupled to gravity ould
explain both the galati and the osmologial dark omponents of the universe. Within the frame-
work of Einstein's Relativity we model stati galati halos by onsidering the most general ation
built from the salar eld and its rst derivatives. Although the gravitational onguration is stati,
the salar eld may be either stati, or homogeneous and linear in time. In the ase of the stati
salar eld, the models we look at inevitably posses unphysial negative energies, and we are led
to a sort of no-go result. In the ase of the homogeneous salar eld, on the ontrary, we nd that
ompat objets with at rotational urves and with the mass and the size of a typial galaxy an
be suessfully modeled and the Tully-Fisher relation reovered. We further show that the homo-
geneous salar eld dedued from the galati halo spaetimes has an ation ompatible with the
kineti Unied Dark Matter models reently proposed by Sherrer. Therefore, suh a homogeneous
kineti Unied Dark Matter not only may orretly mimi the galati dynamis, but ould also be
used to model the present-day aelerated expansion in the universe.
∗
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I. INTRODUCTION
Salar elds play a entral role in modeling the universe. Being an essential ingredient in
the inationary senario [1℄, the salar elds might drive the initial aelerated expansion [2℄
neessary to solve some of the problems of the Cosmologial Standard Model. To explain the
reent observations of type Ia supernovae [3℄, supported by other independent observations
(Cosmi Mirowave Bakground (CMB) utuations, galaxy lustering), whih suggest that
we live in an aelerated universe dominated by some kind of unknown Dark Energy (DE)
[4℄, salar elds are again often evoked. One an basially lassify the salar elds studied in
the literature into two main lasses: the anonial ones [2, 5℄, where the ation is given by the
sum of the standard kineti and a potential term, and the more general ations whih were
reently introdued under the olloquial name of K-essene [6℄. It is worthwhile mentioning
that the non-anonial Lagrangians for the salar eld were studied earlier by Bekenstein
and Milgrom [7℄ in onnetion with the Modied Newtonian Dynamis. They also appear
naturally in the veloity potential formulation of the Relativisti Hydrodynamis [8℄.
One of the most hallenging problems in theoretial osmology and astrophysis is the
so-alled Dark Matter (DM) problem (see [9, 10℄ for a review). Several observations, arried
out at dierent sales, suggest the existene of an invisible omponent, whose presene an
be only inferred through the gravitational eets. The main evidene for the existene of
DM appears at galati sales. The mass prole of a galaxy an be obtained by analyzing
the rotation urves of the surrounding partiles-stars. This was done in the early 1980s [11℄
by studying the veloity, obtained through the frequeny shifts in the 21 m emission line of
neutral hydrogen louds. If we onsider that the irular orbits are stable due to the balane
of the entrifugal and gravitational fores, the mass prole in a galaxy must be given by
M(r) = rv2c (r)/G. It is observed that the veloity of rotation is approximately an inreasing
funtion of the distane till the edge of the visible galaxy, and remains nearly onstant from
there on. The existene of some unobserved matter with an energy density prole ρ ∝ r−2
is then inferred.
A dierent sign for the existene of DM appears at the sales of galati lusters. In
1933, Zwiky [12℄ realized that onsidering the lusters as equilibrium systems, their age
being muh longer than their dynamial time-sale, the virial theorem 2 〈T 〉 + 〈U〉 = 0
applies and the mass of the luster an be evaluated with the result: M = α 〈v2〉R/G. Here
2
α is a onstant of order unity whih depends on the matter distribution, M is the mass of
the luster and R its radius. By determining the speed of motion of many galaxies within a
luster from the shifts of the spetral lines, Zwiky ould infer the mass required to maintain
the Coma luster held together. Surprisingly, it was by two orders of magnitude greater than
the observed one. Also the study of gravitational lenses in galaxies [13℄ and galaxy lusters
[14℄ suggests that there should be more matter than the one obtained by only ounting stars.
Yet more evidene for the existene of a DM omponent omes from osmologial sales.
Reent data from the CMB [15℄ point out that we live in a at (k = 0), or a nearly at
universe [16℄. This agrees with the preditions of the inationary senario implying that one
must have Ω ≃ 1. The energy density of the universe, therefore, must be very lose to the
ritial value ρc ∼ 10−29 g/m3, pointing toward the disrepany with the observed density in
the universe and the need of DM. Apart form this, DM seems to be an essential ingredient in
produing the observed strutures in the Universe [17℄, providing the gravitational potential
depressions where the galaxies are nourished and formed.
Many andidates for the DM omponent have been proposed along the years [9℄. They
range from elementary partiles suh as WIMPs (neutrinos, axions, neutralino, gravitino,
et.) to the ones in whih the DM is formed by ompat objets suh as primordial blak
holes or MACHOs (brown dwarfs or Jupiter like objets). If one thing is lear, however,
is that the DM an not onsist of baryoni matter alone. The nuleosynthesis and the
abundanes of light elements [18℄ restrit the amount of baryoni matter to ρb ∼ 0.01ρc,
therefore there must be something more out there to produe the observed spatially at
universe. A sensible model for DM should probably solve all the problems stated above at
the same time, yet no model proposed so far does the job.
Reently some suggestions to look at lassial salar elds as andidates for the osmolog-
ial DM, rather than onentrating on fundamental partiles or some ompat objets, were
voied [19℄. Interesting models have been proposed in whih a salar eld, apart from mod-
eling the osmologial DM, an evolve to produe the aelerated expansion of the universe.
These models in whih both osmologial dark omponents (matter and energy) arise from
the same eld are ommonly known as Unied Dark Matter models. Some of the proposals
involve the so-alled Chaplygin gas [20℄ and its generalisations [21℄. In these models the
universe expansion is driven by a perfet uid with a phenomenologial equation of state
derived from a string theory motivated Born-Infeld Lagrangian [22℄. The evolution of the
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osmologial bakground interpolates between a DM universe at early times and a DE dom-
inated universe at the late epoh. Reent studies indiate, however, the existene of serious
problems related with struture formation in these universes [23℄ (see however [24℄). These
problems appear mainly due to a high speed of sound for the osmologial perturbations
during ertain periods of the expansion, but may be alleviated in the so-alled kineti Uni-
ed Dark Matter (kUDM) models reently introdued by Sherrer [25℄, where a speed of
sound verifying c2s ≪ 1 is guaranteed for all times. The ations in Sherrer's models depend
only on the salar eld derivatives maintaining the shift symmetry of the salar eld, but
otherwise are quite generi. Possible physial motivations for these ations are disussed in
[6, 26℄.
The main purpose of this paper is to analyse whether one ould make a step further
and model in a onsistent way, not only the osmologial DM and DE, but also the DM
one believes aounts for the observed at rotation urves in spiral galaxies, with a single
lassial salar eld. We onsider spherially symmetri stati galati halos and nd that
the generalised stati salar eld ongurations are not good andidates to model the galati
matter. The homogeneous salar eld, on the other hand, and one must admit somewhat
surprisingly, leads to quite interesting results. Not only the fat that the salar eld is
homogeneous, but rather the form of the ation derived within the galati halo, akin to
that one proposed by Sherrer [25℄, indiates that suh matter might be a perfet math for
osmology.
The paper is organised as follows. In Setion II (and in the short Appendix) we briey
disuss the form of the line element appropriate for the problem of galati halos. Setion
III deals with the matter eld. Here we show that if the gradient of the salar eld is
spaelike, the stati spherially symmetri ongurations of this eld with the imposed
attened rotational urves are unphysial. This goes both for the anonial Quintessene
and the non-anonial K-essene elds, indiating a no-go result. If, however, the gradient of
the eld is timelike, the eld is homogeneous and linear in time, and the ation for the salar
eld ontains only derivative terms but not the eld itself, one an get physially reasonable
ongurations. The possibility of modeling the galati halos with a homogeneous salar
eld opens a way to onsider this eld as the one also responsible for the overall expansion
of the universe. We nd out that the model of salar matter suggested by the dynamis of
the galati halos ts quite well with some simple unifying models suggested and studied
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in osmology by various authors under dierent names: x-matter [27℄, wet dark uid [28℄,
or the matter with the so-alled generalized linear equation of state [29℄ (see as well [30℄).
We study the tting of the free parameters of the ation with galati observations and
its impliations for osmology in the Setion IV. Finally, in the Setion V, we disuss our
results.
Throughout this paper we use the units in whih h¯ = c = 1, Mpl = (8piG)
−1/2
and the
signature of the metri is taken to be (−,+,+,+).
II. GALACTIC HALOS
We onsider that a typial galaxy is formed by a thin disk of visible matter immersed
in a large halo built of some unseen exoti matter, whih an be onveniently desribed as
stati and spherially symmetri. This exoti matter would be the main ontributor to the
dynamis, so that the observed luminous matter an be treated as a test uid from whih
information about the physis of the halo an be inferred. The observations indiate that
the visible partiles within the thin disk have rotation urves with veloities independent of
their distane to the entre of the galaxy [11, 31℄.
One wants to know how muh information about the halo an be gured out from the
observed rotation urves. The Newtonian analysis mentioned in the previous setion is
only valid under ertain onditions [32℄: weak gravitational eld, small veloities and small
pressures. In this approximation, the gravitational eld is given by the Newtonian potential,
whih an be ompletely determined from the observed rotation urves. The relativisti ase
is somewhat more omplex.
The spherially symmetri and stati halo in General Relativity is desribed by a line
element onveniently parametrized in urvature oordinates as [33℄:
ds2 = −e2φ(r)dt2 + 1
1− 2m(r)
r
dr2 + r2dΩ2. (1)
In the equation above dΩ2 is the metri of a unit sphere, and there are two metri funtions:
φ(r), known as the gravitational potential, and m(r), known as the eetive gravitational
mass. In the Newtonian limit these two funtions o-inide with their usual interpretations.
We distinguish the dynamial mass [34℄ (or pseudo-mass [32℄) M(r) desribed in the In-
trodution and obtained from the observed rotation urves, and the eetive gravitational
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mass m(r), dened with the help of the rr omponent of the metri tensor and given in the
expression (1). It is worthwhile to keep in mind that these are two dierent onepts and
in general take dierent values.
The most general stati spherially symmetri metri with at rotation urves is given
by (see the Appendix and the referenes [34, 35, 36, 37℄):
ds2 = −
(
r
r⋆
)l
dt2 + A(r)dr2 + r2dΩ2. (2)
Here r⋆ is a onstant parameter with dimensions of length and l = 2 (vc/c)
2
. Therefore, the
domain of the parameter l is restrited to 0 < l < 2. To determine the metri funtion A(r),
however, one needs to know more about the matter ontent. It is interesting to point out
that the form of the line element (2), as it stands, is generi in the sense that it does not
depend on the metri theory of gravity used, nor it depends on the matter ontent. To obtain
it one only assumes that the rotation urves are at. In short, the prole of the rotation
urves gives us the hane of reproduing ompletely the 00 omponent of the metri tensor
- the funtion φ (r), but tells nothing about the other independent omponent - the funtion
m(r) [32, 34, 35, 36, 37℄. If we want to obtain some information about the funtion m(r),
one must assume either the nature of the matter dominating the onguration, or dedue it
from dierent observations, for example, gravitational lensing [32℄ et.
In the observed galaxies the orbiting partiles are non-relativisti, therefore l is a small
parameter lose to zero (l < 10−5). The gravitational eld far away from the entre, where
super-massive blak holes are expeted to hide, is also small (2m (r) /r≪ 1 and 2φ (r)≪ 1)
[40℄. The pressure inside the halo, in the standard models of galaxies, is also usually assumed
to be lose to zero (p≪ ρ). If these three onditions are met, the Newtonian approximation
applies and the parameters m (r) and M (r) do o-inide. Nevertheless, depending on the
hoie of matter the last of the three above assumptions does not always orrespond to
physial reality. Matter based on string uids [41℄ or on salar elds [36, 37, 38, 39℄ ould
exert a signiant amount of pressure and the Newtonian approximation would no longer
apply. An expression for the dynamial mass in a rst post-Newtonian approximation, whih
shows expliitly the disrepanies between M(r) and m(r), is given in [32℄.
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III. THE DARK MATTER COMPONENT
To proeed any further one should speify the matter whih makes up the galati halo.
To model the DM we use the most general ation for a minimally oupled salar eld
onstruted from the salar eld and its rst derivatives:
S =
∫
d4x
√−gL(ϕ,X). (3)
Here L (ϕ,X) is the Lagrangian density and X the kineti salar dened by X ≡
−1/2 gµν∂µϕ∂νϕ. These kind of ations are usually referred to as K-eld, generalized salar
eld or, in a osmologial setting, K-essene [6℄. Speial ases disussed in the literature are
the fatorisable K-eld L = K(ϕ)F (X) [43℄ and the purely kineti K-eld L = F (X) [25℄.
The anonial salar eld L = X − V (φ) an be always rewritten as a fatorisable K-eld
by a eld redenition.
The energy-momentum tensor for the ation (3) is:
Tµν =
−2√−g
δS
δgµν
=
∂L
∂X
∂µϕ∂νϕ+ Lgµν .
Here one runs into two qualitatively dierent situations [42℄. If the derivative term ∂µϕ is
timelike (X > 0), as it is usual in osmology, we an identify the energy-momentum tensor
with a perfet uid Tµν = (ρ+ p) uµuν + pgµν by the formal relations:
uµ =
∂µϕ√
2X
, p = L, ρ = 2X ∂L
∂X
− L. (4)
Here uµ is the 4-veloity, ρ the energy density and p the pressure. On the other hand,
if the derivative term is spaelike (X < 0), this identiation is no longer attainable.
However, we an still identify the energy-momentum tensor with an anisotropi uid
Tµν = (ρ+ p⊥) uµuν + p⊥gµν +
(
p‖ − p⊥
)
nµnν . Now, the formal relations are:
nµ =
∂µϕ√−2X , p⊥ = −ρ = L, p‖ = L − 2X
∂L
∂X
. (5)
There are two dierent pressures in this ase, one in the diretion parallel to nµ (p‖) and
the other one in an orthogonal diretion (p⊥). It is important to stress, however, that
the equality p⊥ = −ρ for this sort of matter always holds, implying that the Newtonian
approximation is no longer valid.
The metri and the energy-momentum tensors are related through the Einstein Equa-
tions Gµν = M
−2
pl Tµν , and sine we are only interested here in stati, spherially symmetri
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ongurations (1), restritions on the funtion ϕ (t, r) and on the form of the ation L (ϕ,X)
appear. The symmetries imply a diagonal Einstein and therefore a diagonal energy momen-
tum tensor, foring the vanishing of the Ttr omponent. Therefore, either the salar eld
is stritly stati ϕ = ϕ (r), or it is stritly homogeneous ϕ = ϕ (t). The inhomogeneous
time dependent salar elds are not allowed by the symmetries imposed on the halo. Fur-
thermore, the statiity of the spaetime ensures that the energy density and the pressure
must be independent of time. This implies that for the ase ϕ = ϕ (t) the ation an only
depend on the eld derivatives L (ϕ,X) = F (X), but not on the eld itself. Moreover the
salar eld ϕ may only be linear in time, ϕ = at. It is interesting to observe that in the
last ase the spaetime does not inherit the symmetries of the fundamental eld produing
the geometry, and while the metri remains stati, the fundamental salar eld may be time
dependent. Similar, but rather an inverse situation was disussed in the ase of a tilted
homogeneous string osmology [44℄, where the homogeneous geometry was produed by an
inhomogeneous salar dilaton.
A. The stati eld ϕ = ϕ (r)
In this ase the derivative of the eld is spaelike (X < 0) and the salar eld, therefore,
behaves as an anisotropi uid (5). The Einstein equations for the tt, rr and θθ omponents
are:
1
Ar2
[
A′
A
r + A− 1
]
= −M−2pl L, (6)
1
Ar2
[(l + 1)−A] = −M−2pl
[
2X
∂L
∂X
−L
]
, (7)
1
4Ar2
[
(l + 2)
A′
A
r − l2
]
= −M−2pl L. (8)
Here the prime denotes dierentiation with respet to the variable r. The above three
equations imply automatially the matter onservation equation. Combining (6) and (8) we
obtain a dierential equation for the metri omponent A(r):
(l − 2) A
′
A
r − 4A−
(
l2 − 4
)
= 0,
whose general solution is given by:
A (r) =
ai
1±
(
Ri
r
)bi . (9)
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Here Ri is a positive arbitrary integration onstant with dimensions of length. We have
introdued the subindex i to distinguish between the ases ϕ = ϕ (r) (i = r) and ϕ = ϕ (t)
(i = t) of the following subsetion. The stritly positive parameters ar and br are given by:
ar =
4− l2
4
, br = 2 + l.
Simple analyti solutions an be easily obtained for the speial ase Rr = 0. Suh are the
solutions for the anonial salar eld with an exponential potential [37℄, the fatorisable
K-eld with a potential of the form K(ϕ) = 1/ϕ2 and arbitrary F (X) [45℄ or the purely
kineti ase with F (X) ∝ X−2/l [45℄. We do not give the expliit solutions here due to their
sare physial relevane. For all these solutions the metri funtion A(r) is a onstant and
the energy density and the pressure are obtained diretly from the equations (6) and (7)
using the denitions given in (5):
p⊥ = −ρ = l
2
4− l2
(
Mpl
r
)2
, p‖ =
l (l + 4)
4− l2
(
Mpl
r
)2
.
It is easy to see that the energy density is always negative, therefore these solutions must
be onsidered unphysial. This aets as well the solution presented in [37℄, where the
energy density sign (their expression (19)) is erroneous. Note that the energy density and
the pressure are diretly read from the line element and as long as the galati rotational
veloities are non-tahyoni one an not esape the negative energy densities.
For the general ase (Rr 6= 0) the situation is more omplex and exat analyti expressions
for the ation an not be easily given. However, ertain observations about the general
behavior of the solution an still be made. In the asymptoti limit r ≫ Rr the general
solution onverges to the speial ase Rr = 0 mentioned above, so the negative energy
densities persist. These solutions, nevertheless, ould still be useful if their behavior were
physial for some range r < rcrit say, and then mathed to a dierent solution. However,
unfortunately, this is not the ase. For the − branh of the equation (9) the energy density
remains always negative. For the + branh, positive energy densities appear for some range
r < rcrit, but the eetive gravitational mass m(r) dened by (1) remains always negative,
so the solution is again unphysial. The ourrene of the negative mass with a positive
energy density signals the presene of a singularity with an innite negative mass in the
entre, analogous to the one disussed by Bonnor in [46℄.
Thus, one may onsider this subsetion as one leading to a kind of no-go result for the
stati salar elds ϕ = ϕ (r). One we have assumed the form of the line element suitable for
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the desription of at rotation urves (Setion II), the minimally oupled generalised stati
salar eld is found unt to play the role of the dark matter in the galati halos.
B. The homogeneous eld ϕ = at
The onguration ϕ = at, as mentioned above, is only possible if the ation (3) is of the
purely kineti form L (ϕ,X) = F (X) - no potential term. In this ase, one may interpret the
salar eld as an irrotational isentropi perfet uid in a disguise [47℄, although the equation
of state p = p(ρ) does not have to be of a simple form. The ation itself an be thought of
as the hydrodynamial ation written in terms of the veloity potential [8, 47℄.
The tt, rr and θθ omponents of the Einstein equations are now:
1
Ar2
[
A′
A
r + A− 1
]
= M−2pl
[
2X
∂L
∂X
− L
]
, (10)
1
Ar2
[(l + 1)− A] = M−2pl L, (11)
1
4Ar2
[
− (l + 2) A
′
A
r + l2
]
= M−2pl L. (12)
Combining the expresions (11) and (12), we obtain a dierential equation for the funtion
A(r):
(l + 2)
A′
A
r − 4A−
[
l2 − 4 (l + 1)
]
= 0,
whose general solution is again given by (9), where the parameters at and bt are now:
at = − l
2 − 4 (l + 1)
4
, bt =
l2 − 4 (l + 1)
l + 2
.
Unlike in the stati ase, however, while the parameter at still remains positive, the param-
eter bt beomes negative.
For the speial ase when the onstant Rt =∞ an analyti solution an be easily found.
The ation is given by F (X) ∝ X2/l, and the energy density and the pressure are:
ρ =
l (l − 4)
l2 − 4 (l + 1)
(
Mpl
r
)2
, p =
−l2
l2 − 4 (l + 1)
(
Mpl
r
)2
,
whih are both positive. Interpreted as a uid with a onstant barotropi index p = wρ one
gets w = l/(4− l) (0 < w < 1), so that for the observed galaxies (l ≪ 1) the uid is nearly
dust. This solution is analogous to the innite isothermal sphere.
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In the general ase (Rt 6=∞) the solution is rather more interesting. We will be interested
in the − branh of the equation (9). In this ase, the omplete solution an be derived from
a salar eld obeying the following two-parameter family of K-ations:
F (X) =
(
Mpl
Rt
)2 [
pN1 p
2
2
] 1
N+2
[
X2/l −X−N/l
]
. (13)
For these uids, the energy density and the pressure are:
ρ = ρ1
(
Mpl
r
)2
+ ρ2
(
Mpl
Rt
)2 ( r
Rt
)N
,
p = p1
(
Mpl
r
)2
− p2
(
Mpl
Rt
)2 ( r
Rt
)N
, (14)
where ρ1, ρ2, p1, p2 and N are positive onstants given by:
ρ1 =
−l (4− l)
l2 − 4 (l + 1) , ρ2 =
−4 (6 + 5l − l2)
(l + 2) [l2 − 4 (l + 1)] ,
p1 =
−l2
l2 − 4 (l + 1) , p2 =
−4 (l + 1)
l2 − 4 (l + 1) ,
N =
l (2− l)
l + 2
.
The solutions are only valid for r < Rt due to the behavior of the metri omponent given
by the Eq.(9), and are in fat the Tolman type V solutions [48℄. As pointed out by Tolman,
and as is usual for solutions of this kind, an expliit equation of state p = p (ρ) an not be
found. It is interesting, however, to point out that it has been possible to obtain a simple
ation whih desribes the uid (13) without referring to an expliit equation of state. In
fat, a simple ation an be often given in many instanes for whih the expliit equation of
state p (ρ) is not available.
Further, these solutions may be used to desribe ompat objets of nite size. The
expression (14) indiates that the pressure is positive until some value r0 is reahed, then
it vanishes and hanges sign. It is thus possible to math the solution with an exterior
Shwarzshild vauum for r > r0, dening r = r0 as the halo external surfae. We will use
the subindex 0 to refer to the values evaluated on this surfae. The expressions for the radius
r0 and for the eetive gravitational mass m0 = 4pi
∫ r0
0 ρ (r) r
2dr of the ompat objets are
then given (in physial units) by:
r0 =
(
p1
p2
) 1
2+N
Rt, m0 =
l
2(l + 1)
c2r0
G
.
The onstant r⋆ of the equation (2) is now xed by the mathing to the exterior vauum
solution and is given by rl⋆ = (l+1)r
l
0. Sine r0 < Rt, it is always possible to onstrut these
solutions. We are only interested in the behavior of the uid within the halo, whih in turn
restrits the domain of the funtion F (X) to X ≥ 1.
The expressions above are exat. However, we are more interested in a rule of thumb to
work with, and sine the observed rotation veloities in the galaxies are small ompared to
the speed of light, we have found it onvenient to proeed working to rst order in l. To
this order we propose the simplied ation
F (X) =
(
Mpl
Rt
)2 [
X2/l − 1
]
, (15)
whih ts amazingly well with (13) within range X ≥ 1, where the equation (13) applies.
The result above is entral to this paper. It gives a simple equation of state, or rather
an ation for the homogeneous salar eld, whih an be used to model the DM in the
galaxies. The equation (15) should not be seen as a formal limit of the equation (13), but
rather as a suggested, or guessed ation desribing the matter. This matter approximates
the equation (13) within the halo, and therefore reprodues the desired geometry. Moreover,
similar ations are used in osmology under the dierent names of x-matter [27℄, wet dark
uid [28℄ and matter with the generalized linear equation of state [29℄. Thus, the ation (15)
may potentially serve as a unied matter desription both for osmology, on one hand, and
within the galati halo, on the other. The two arbitrary onstants in the model: Rt and l,
must be determined from the observations. A brief estimate of the order of magnitude of
these parameters will be the task of the following setion.
IV. FITTING THE MODEL
A. Galaxies
We rst adjust the two free parameters of the equation of state to t a typial galaxy.
As we have mentioned in the Setion II, the parameter l is diretly related to the rotation
veloities. We take l ∼ 10−5. The size and the mass of a typial galaxy are then given by
the rst order expressions:
r0 ≃ l
2
Rt, m0 ≃ l
2
c2r0
G
.
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If we take Rt of the order Rt ∼ 3 000Mp one obtains a ompat objet with r0 ∼ 15Kp and
m0 ∼ 1012M⊙, ompatible with the size and the mass for a typial galati halo. Curiously
enough we had to assume the onstant Rt of the order of the size of the observable universe
to t the observations. The last two equations an be ombined to obtain a relation between
the mass of a galaxy and the veloity of the orbiting partiles:
m0 ≃ Rt
c2G
v4c .
The equation above is nothing else but the Tully-Fisher relation (m0 = κv
4
c ), where the
onstant of proportionality κ is determined by the parameter Rt of the model.
Now, the ation we propose to desribe the DM in the halos of the spiral galaxies (15)
with the parameters Rt ∼ 103 Mp and l ∼ 10−5 may work. But then one may possibly
suggest to identify the homogeneous salar eld with the veloity potential of some perfet
uid in the galaxy and just stop here, instead of further promoting it to osmi sales. If
the equation of state we propose were related exlusively to the galati matter, it would
seem unlikely, that the same ation parametrised by the same parameters ould t the global
universal expansion. The presene of the onstant Rt of the order of the size of the observable
universe in the parametrisation of the galati DM ation signals as well a tentative relation
to osmology. More interestingly, the ation (15) does t favorably with osmology, and this
is a non-trivial result.
B. Cosmology
Consider now the ation (15) in the setting of a homogeneous and isotropi universe.
Working still to rst order in l, the pressure and the energy density are easily obtained using
the relations given in (4):
p =
(
Mpl
Rt
)2 [
X2/l − 1
]
, ρ ≃
(
Mpl
Rt
)2 [4
l
X2/l + 1
]
.
For onveniene it is useful to dene the parameters w and c2s, the barotropi index and the
veloity of sound respetively, given by the following expressions :
w =
F (X)
2XF ′(X)− F (X) ≃
X2/l − 1
4
l
X2/l + 1
,
c2s =
F ′(X)
2XF ′′(X) + F ′(X)
≃ l
4
. (16)
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The barotropi index w denes the evolution of the sale fator of suh a universe, while the
sound speed c2s gives the evolution of the rst order small perturbations [49℄. There is no
need to write down the solutions of the Einstein Equations to see how the model behaves.
The salar eld evolution equation is given by:
X˙ + 6Hc2s (X)X = 0.
Here H = a˙/a is the Hubble onstant, a is the sale fator and the dot has the usual
meaning. While the universe expands (H > 0) and given that the square of the speed
of sound (16) remains always positive, the kineti salar X is a dereasing funtion of
time. The barotropi index evolves from dust (w ≃ 0) at early times (X ≫ 1), to a
osmologial onstant (w ≃ −1) at late times (X ≪1). The speed of sound, however,
always remains small, c2s ≪ 1. Even during the late epoh, when the uid approahes the
osmologial onstant like equation of state, the sound speed remains well below the speed
of light. The fat that the DE density perturbations propagate with low veloities makes this
model distinguishable from the standard ΛCDM, where a purely non-lustering Cosmologial
Constant would produe a dierent pattern at large angular sales in the CMB utuations
[50, 51℄.
The energy density for the eetive value of the osmologial onstant is determined by
the parameter Rt xed in the previous subsetion against the galati data and is given by
ρΛ =
c2
8piGR2t
= 6.5 · 10−30g/m3.
The value of the osmologial onstant then beomes Λeff = R
−2
t whih gives Λeff ∼
10−52cm−2 (f. [4℄).
We also obtain that there exists a relation between the value of the osmologial onstant
and the Tully-Fisher proportionality fator κ:
κ2Λeff =
1
G2c4
,
determined only by the fundamental onstants G and c.
V. DISCUSSION
The attening of the rotation urves in spiral galaxies, the missing mass in the galati
lusters, the spatial atness of the universe, the struture formation and the present day
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aeleration all point out to the existene of a Dark Side in the Universe. It is possible that
eah of the above mentioned problems has a separate solution; it would be physially more
appealing, though, if the solution were unique.
Our Universe is homogeneous and isotropi on large sales. On galati sales, however,
the observed matter distribution is non-uniform. This itself, does not exlude the possibility
of the presene of a homogeneous salar eld on sales of galati halos in addition to a
non-uniform ordinary matter distribution.
We have started the tehnial part of the paper by looking at possible stati ongurations
of salar eld ompatible with at rotational urves, and have onluded that if the salar
eld is stati no physially interesting solutions result.
If the salar eld is homogeneous, however, one may onstrut models of galati halos
based on exat solutions of the Einstein Equations whih have at rotational urves. The
matter in these galati halos is desribed by an ation whih only depends on derivative
terms of the salar eld. We interpret this intra-galati salar eld as an integral part of
a global homogeneous eld driving the expansion of the universe. We do so, enouraged
by the fat that the homogeneous salar eld we dedue from the galati rotational urves
makes a good math to osmology.
The model for the homogeneous eld we have read from the galati halo metri is of the
form whih belongs to a lass of models whih ould solve the Dark Matter and the Dark
Energy problem in osmology - the lass of models suggested by Sherrer [25℄. Of ourse,
this ould be a pure o-inidene: the same ation for the homogeneous salar eld resolves
it all. Nonetheless, we believe it is worth exploring this possibility further.
The most interesting feature of the model is, as we see it, that the two free parameters in
the K-ation, when xed against the galati data, imply a reasonable value for the osmo-
logial onstant whih is unrelated to the t. There also exist the possibility to dierentiate
the model from the standard ΛCDM due to a dierent lustering of the Dark Energy in our
model whih would leave observable imprints on the Cosmi Mirowave Bakground.
Some words of aution should be spelled out. One should of ourse take the global
solution to the DM problem we suggest as a toy model. The ation for the osmologial
uid is given by the Eq. (15) with the parameters xed by the galati urves. Now, while
the onstant Rt is universal in the model, dierent galaxies would have dierent rotation
veloities and therefore dierent values for l. But in osmology one must x the value of
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l presumably globally. One may speulate that the global value of the onstant l in the
osmologial equation of state is determined as some sort of average, or is given by the rst
priniples of an underlying theory. Be what may, however, it is enouraging to nd out that
there exists the possibility that a single matter ingredient an be used to model the Dark
Side of the universe on all sales.
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APPENDIX
Determination of the g00 omponent of the metri tensor from the rotation urves
In this Appendix we briey summarize how one an reonstrut some metri funtions
from the observed rotation urves [34, 35, 36, 37℄. We onsider the equations of motion
for an orbiting partile of mass m immersed in a stati spherially symmetri gravitational
eld (1). For this purpose we hoose, as usual, the oordinate system so that the orbit is
ontained in the equatorial plane θ = pi/2. The two onserved quantities, assoiated with
the two Killing vetors of the metri ξt = ∂/∂t and ξφ = ∂/∂φ, are respetively the energy
E ≡ −p·ξt = −p0 and the angular momentum L ≡ p·ξφ = pφ, where p is the 4-momentum of
the partile. The equation of motion for the radial oordinate is obtained from the onstraint
p · p+m2 = 0 by introduing the values for E and L given above, and an be written as:
f (r) r˙2 = E˜2 − V˜ 2eff (r) ,
with f (r) and V˜ 2eff (r) given by:
f (r) =
e2φ(r)
1− 2m(r)
r
, V˜ 2eff (r) = e
2φ(r)
(
1 +
L˜2
r2
)
.
The symbol ∼ indiates quantities evaluated per unit mass.
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The irular orbits are obtained by imposing r˙ = 0 (V˜eff (r) = E˜) and r¨ = 0 (V˜
′
eff (r) =
0). This gives the following expressions for E˜ and L˜:
E˜2 =
e2φ
1− rφ′ , L˜
2 =
r3φ′
1− rφ′ .
Using the denition for the tangential omponent of the veloity (equation (25.20) in the
referene [33℄) and the expressions for E˜ and L˜ above, we obtain:
v2c =
p2φ
r2E2local
= rφ′.
Here vc is measured in units of c (vc → vc/c) and Elocal is the energy of the partile measured
by a loal observer at rest. From the behavior of the rotation urves vc (r) the funtion φ (r)
an be diretly integrated and the 00 omponent of the metri tensor obtained:
g00 (r) = − exp
(
2
∫
v2c (r)
r
dr
)
. (17)
For a galaxy with at rotation urves (vc(r) = const.), one obtains:
g00 (r) = −
(
r
r⋆
)l
, (18)
where r⋆ is an integration onstant with dimensions of length and l is given by l = 2v
2
c .
Two omments are in order. First, that the form of the rotation urve ompletely deter-
mines the 00 omponent of the metri tensor through the expression (17). For the speial
ase of at rotation urves, we obtain (18). Seond, that the rotation urves tell nothing
about the other independent omponent of the metri tensor (the rr omponent). To obtain
the rr omponent of the line element, one needs to assume either the nature of the matter
dominating the onguration, or dedue it from other type of observations, for example,
gravitational lensing [32℄ et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